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The Journal of the Arizona Yacht Club - February-March 2010

Upcoming:

March 2010

2 AYC BoD Meeting

6-7 LP Race

9 Membership Meeting

14 TTL Race & Race Training

20-21 LP Race

28 TTL Race & Race Training

By Joe Motil

Cabo San Lucas, located at the tip of the Baja peninsula 
had perfect weather with a high of 76 degrees and wind 
blowing 10-12 knots on Friday the 5th of February this 
year. From the main pier on the marina you can find 

Cabo Adventures where they offer the chance of a lifetime experi-
ence, to actively sail an America’s Cup boat. Team New Zealand 
built NZL 81 and NZL 82 as generational sister boats to defend the 
2003 America’s Cup regatta. Eighty-two was selected to sail in the 
cup competition and history shows they lost to Alinghi (SUI-64) in 
five races. Cabo Adventures also has Australia’s Aus 29 / Aus 31 
boats but they’re not ready to sail. These boats are typically 73 
feet long but they can vary according to the 12-meter rule and 
IACC design. 

We assembled at the building that houses the dolphin show, 
listened to a brief history of the Cup and then divided into teams 
before heading on down to boats.

I was surprised to learn that these boats have motors to get in 
and out of the marina and return to the pier. The big 2500-square-
foot main sail from Doyle and jib from North Sails had to be hoist-
ed and required the main winch to lift the main. I was joined by 
another passenger to rapidly raise the jib by hand until we could 
tension with the winch. Don’t forget your gloves like I did! 

The boats are made of a nomex honeycomb core sandwiched 
by a special resin carbon fabric skin measuring from 1/4 to 5/8 inch thick. 
The racing staff on board included our helmsman, Anthony from New 
Zealand, our tactician Rhino from South Africa (who has the build of a 
grinder), foredeck guy Juan from Cabo San Lucas and Steve our trimmer. 
The rest of the crews complement was made of folks who paid the price 
to sail. No experience required! 

The first duty was to assign the positions and grinders were needed 
most. Many of the folks aboard had never even been on a sailboat before 
and as such were easily trained to be grinders since the crank handles 
provided something to hold onto. I was lucky enough to be selected at a 
trimmer for the starboard side since I had some sailing experience. The 
winches are approximately 12-14 inches in diameter and when I had it 
in a ready position to take up the sheet I had four wraps on and the but-
ton down, which you hit on top of the center post with the palm of your 

Joe’s America’s Cup Adventure
12-Meter America’s Cup Attractions for Tourists Offer Competition Taste  
Spiced with a Well-Judged Game to Play It for Maximum Excitement

Our intrepid Vice Commodore on the winch, trimming the headsail. 
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hand. Once most of the slack is taken up on a tack, I added one to two 
more wraps as grinders reversed to give me the force to trim in the jib. 
Man that was a lot of sail to trim!

The grinding posts are all made out of carbon fiber and they have an 
arrow on the top that indicates the primary direction of rotation. There 
are four commands for grinders and they have to have selective hear-
ing. The four commands are “All Hands” which means get in position and 
put hands on cranks, “Forward” cranking in the di-
rection of the arrow for speed, “Reverse” cranking 
in the opposite direction for power, and “Hold” by 
freezing in position but don’t let go. If you lose your 
grip on the crank don’t try to regain it until a hold 
is called. The grinding posts all had stomp buttons 
on deck beside them that when set redirected the 
grinding force to various winches. The starboard 
grinder posts were driving my starboard winch for 
the jib sheet.

Heading out to the course was easy. We motored 
out and raised and set sails while head to wind, then 
bore off and sailed away. The boats accelerated re-
markable quickly. The course was set up as a typical 
America’s Cup course with a windward mark and 
leeward gate approximately 1.2–1.8 miles apart. 

The start sequence is different than we would be 
used to with horns at 7, 5 and 2 minutes. The boats 
can maneuver as much as desired but cannot enter 
the start box until after the 2 minute warning after 
which both boats may enter from the top, dip down 
below the line and engage each other tactically be-
fore the crossing the start line heading upwind.

Leg 1 (Upwind)

Getting the crew used to the boats occurs rather rapidly since you only 
have a short time to figure out the sail sets before the start. Our group 
listened as the crew shouted out team commands. When we finally start-
ed, we started out covering the 82 boat nicely and were slowly pulling 
away from them. They tried to luff us up but we always managed to point 
higher and defend our position while holding speed. We tacked out with 
a wind shift and separated from them, then on starboard tack came back 
and crossed over the top of their course. We come back again only this 
time looking like we were going to duck but instead pulling off an amaz-
ing lee bow maneuver forcing him to tack off! We found the wind to be 
stronger on the right side of the course and so we went back to it. As we 
approached the windward mark we were in great position, on top of the 
defender, moving higher and faster. 

The rules in AC match racing allow us, with overlap in the three boat 
length zone, to continue and not make a proper rounding so we could 
have pushed them out, but we elected to make the rounding and rig for 
our first downwind leg. We knew that reaching was faster in these boats 
heading downwind.

Deck lay out on the twin boats was remarkably efficient. Kicking ridges helped keep you 
in position. All posts above deck were made of carbon fiber including the steering wheels 
and barney post for the main sheet winch. Andrew, our driver was giving us pre-boarding 
instructions about inflating the vests. “The tab says jerk to pull, so pull it if you fall out of the 
boat!”
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Leg 2 (Downwind to pick gate side) 

We came around the mark cleanly and set up for a port reach. Woo-
hoo, these boats can turn practically on a dime! We eased the sails a 
bit and were doing 15.5 knots! The skipper steered for maximum speed 
and we trimmed to match. We gybed away a few times as they tried to 
cover us and worked our way over to the right side again. Going on down 
you have to make a rather fateful decision about which gate side you will 
round. They asked me to decide it. 

Leg 3 (Upwind)

Since we had worked our way over to the right side of the course the 
right side of the gate was favored and we would come out on starboard 
tack and we would have to take the mark to port. That turned out to be a 
very good decision as we gybed, cleared the gate and were on tack before 
they started to round the gate, making us about a boat length ahead. We 
started tacking our way up the course but they caught up with us due to a 
lessening of wind pressure on the right side. Both boats were on opposite 
sides of the layline heading to the mark. The 82 boat was slowly pulling 
away from us as we approached the mark but not in the zone yet. 

Looking for better wind only to find 
the wind fell away, we lost almost a boat 
length. We tacked and turned back to get 
back closer, trading height for speed. We 
were high on the mark and they broke 
overlap and made the turn before us. 

Leg 4 (Downwind to finish)

Yikes, we’re now behind and they can 
win if they protect. They make a mistake 
and allow us to roll over the top of them 
while on port reach. They gybe away and 
we protect. They went for separation as 
they thought they saw more wind over 
on the other side and just wanted to clear 
away from us. We focused on the gate and 
figured the pin side was favored—but it 
looked as if they found more wind over on 
that side and they were gaining on us!

As we headed to the finish line it almost 
looked as if we were neck and neck, but at the last minute we got a puff 
of wind and pointed the bow over to get the victory as our boat crew let 
out a whooping holler! We crossed in front of them by three feet or about 
a second ahead.

The race over and victory secured, we took the boats out for more 
photo ops with everyone posing for the onboard paparazzi and everyone 
getting a chance to drive the boats. They said the boats were incredibly 
balanced and seemed to steer effortlessly, but then I guess you would 
expect that. We come back in while flaking sails and putting straps back 
on the main and jib. And while there might have been a bit of trash talk-
ing going on between the boats, when we hit shore, it was off back to the 
center to pick out photos.

Twin AC boats racing for the day’s bragging rights.
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By Skip Kempf

Like many of the stories we have heard during our lives this is one 
where each of us already knows the ending. It’s in the telling that 
we get to see through the eyes of another. I hope you will find this 
article about yacht clubs to be such a story.

For me the story started as a child who looked forward to the annual 
work party at our club when the members would 
all spend the day doing all the things needed to 
prepare the facilities for opening day. Tasks includ-
ed painting anything that didn’t move and some 
of us that did, preparing a meal for all the work-
ers, repairing docks, moving rocks to maintain rip-
rap and any other tasks needed. I got a chance to 
see how much a group of people could accomplish 
when they worked together and how much fun 
they had doing it.

In the years since I’ve seen that the same situa-
tion and the rewards are true in every yacht club. 
Each and every club depends on volunteers for its 
success.

In the case of AYC, because there isn’t any paid 
staff, if something is done it is the result of a volun-
teer. There are many types of volunteers including 
officers, fleet captains, race committees, boat re-
pairs, ship’s store, trophies, course charts, scoring, 
Web site management, Compass Points articles, 
youth training and every other part of our club.

There are many specific examples of the work our members perform. 
One of the key points is that as a participant in the club’s activities you 
will experience the rewards like new friendships, accomplishment, sail-
ing, learned skills and others

A good example of the process and rewards was the rebuilding of both 
the TTL RC boats. In both cases it involved a day of taking the old deck off 
followed by getting the pieces ready for the rebuild then a day of major 
assembly and then all the finish details.

The most obvious reward is that there are now two good boats ready 
to support racing and educational programs of AYC and ASF. The really 
important returns include:

The opportunity to apply destructive tendencies in the disassembly 
process

The chance to learn new things from those you are working with.A 
special thanks to Rick Johnson, Dick Krebill, Dennis Martinelli, Arno 
Marcuse, Laurent Dion, Rudy Piñon, Greg Jackson, Mike Ferring, Patrick 
Blumm, George Tingom, David Rawstrom, Gene Walentiny and David Ev-
ans. These members made a difference for our club and I believe that 
they enjoyed the process.

How a Yacht Club Works

A Saturday work party replaces the deck and steering console on the small Tempe Town Lake 
pontoon boat. Many of the same people turned out earlier in the year to make the same 
changes to the larger of the two TTL boats.
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The bottom line is that as a member, AYC belongs to you. For it to be 
a success the work must be carried by as many as possible. (Many hands 
makes light work.) 

We’re approaching the point in the 
year when we will be selecting a new 
board and establishing new people in 
a variety of club jobs. It’s your chance 
to be involved by assuring that the 
board represents all members and 
fleets. We also need people to run the 
ship’s store, serve as lake captains, 
and other positions that make a dif-
ference.

Give Greg Jackson a call and let 
him know how you would like to be 
involved.

Fresh carpet goes down on the new marine plywood deck, held down by you-can’t-move-it contact cement. 

Part of the work crew: Mike Ferring, Arno Marcuse, George Tingom, Dick Krebill, and Dennis 
Martinelli. Fleet Captain Skip Kempff (behind the camera) led the crew, provided the tools, 
offered the side yard for storage and construction, gathered the materials, fabricated metal 
corners, finished the deck and (you have the idea) generally made it all happen.
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By Al Lehman

The San Juan Islands in northwest Washington State are con-
sidered to be the best cruising grounds on the west coast 
of the United States. Located near the Canadian border this 
archipelago offers protected cruising with marine parks, 

plenty of anchorages and destinations to please most cruisers. For 
those living in the southwest there are two options for cruising these 
waters: trailer your boat to Washington or charter a boat. 

We’ve trailered our boat to Anacortes, Washington three times. 
It’s approximately 1800 miles on the freeway and we’ve made the 
trip in three long days. Launching can be done at Cap Sante Marina 
on the east side of Anacortes near the downtown area. Free or low-
cost parking for your vehicle and trailer are available in the marina’s 
large parking lots nearby. Or you can launch at Skyline Marina on the 
west side of Anacortes and be about an hour closer to the San Juan 
Islands. There is only paid parking at Skyline Marina. 

The other option is to charter a boat in Anacortes. There are 
several charter companies, but Anacortes Yacht Charters is one of 
the larger companies. They have sailboats from 27 feet to 35 feet 
available plus powerboats. You can fly into Bellingham on Allegiant 
Airlines from Mesa Gateway Airport or fly into Seattle on several air-
lines from Phoenix. 

The charter companies will provide charts and guidebooks with 
the boats, but you may want to purchase chart 18421 for planning 
purposes before arriving at the islands. We also recommend The 
Waggoner guidebook as it has lots of information on the area and 
helpful suggestions for having a successful cruise. Their web site is: 
www.waggonerguide.com. The web site also has updates on chang-
es happening in the area covered by their book. 

While cruising this area, one has to deal with tides and tide cur-
rents. The tides normally run up to 10 feet and currents in narrow 
passages up to about five knots. When anchoring just make sure you 
have at least 20 feet under the keel and you will not have any prob-
lem unless you anchor too close to shore. Tide books will give you 
the currents in the narrow passages and you should time your arrival 
to be near slack current or with the current running with you. There 
are no rapids in the San Juan Islands. 

Leaving Anacortes you have to cross Rosario Strait to reach Lopez 
Island. Currents in Rosario Strait can run 3 to 4 knots and if the wind 
is opposing the current very lumpy seas develop. There are several 
anchorages available after reaching Lopez Island. 

Destination: San Juan Islands
Al and Sandy Lehman have made many trips to Washington’s 
gorgeous San Juan Islands. Here are their recommendations.

The NOAA chart for the San Juans

http://www.waggonerguide.com
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One of our favorite places has been Rosario Resort in East Sound on 
Orcas Island. However, in recent years it has changed hands several times 
and you should check to see if it’s open before planning a stop there. It’s 
worth a visit. 

A nice marine park is Sucia Island on the north side of Orcas Island. This 
is a favorite destination for many boaters. There’s a large anchorage and 
you can either anchor out or tie up to one of the moorings for a fee. The 
island is a park so you can dinghy to shore and walk all over the island. 

Friday Harbor and Roche Harbor on San Juan Island should be visited. 
Roche Harbor has a very nice resort and sights to see within walking dis-
tance. Friday Harbor is the county seat and the largest town in the San 
Juan Islands. Supplies can be purchased in Friday Harbor and there are a 
variety of restaurants to try. 

If time permits, Victoria, B.C. is only about 25 miles to the west. To go 
there you have to pass through Canadian Customs. The requirements are 
listed in The Waggoner Guide. Tie up in front of the Empress Hotel and 
you’re in the center of Victoria with so much to see and do that you could 
spend several days there. Buchart Gardens are a bus ride away and are 
worth spending a day visiting. There’s a very nice marine museum a few 
blocks from the marina, which we have enjoyed. When returning to the 
United States, be sure to have your passport and other papers when you 
check in at Friday Harbor. 

A one-week cruise will give you a taste of the San Juan Islands. Ten to 
14 days will allow for a side trip to Victoria. August and September are 
probably the best times to visit, although June and July are also good. 
High temperatures are normally in the low 70s, low temperatures about 
60. Rain is always a possibility so a rain jacket should be part of your gear. 
There’s occasional fog, but it’s normally gone by late morning. Navigation 
is simple as islands are always in sight. Use a GPS to locate passes and 
other points of interest. 

To view a chart of the area go to www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov, click on 
NOAA’s On-Line Chart Viewer, and locate chart 18421. 

A cruise in the San Juan Islands is well worth the time and effort it 
takes. Leave the Arizona heat behind and enjoy the scenery and cruising 
in the San Juans. 

This sad note: Al reports that Doug Wendler, an active AYC mem-
ber in the 1970’s and 1980’s, passed away February 1st, 2010 in 
Kennewick, Washington.

http://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov
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